Status report of the Horizontal Regulation
Objectives

- Single set of definitions and marking systems
- Improve the way of amending regulations concerning categories and markings
- A better legal basis than RE3
- To assure a proper functioning of 58’ Agreement system
What has been done?

- Proposal 2006/34 from EC discussed in GRSG
- Proposal from the GRSG to set up an informal group
- Informal group agreed by WP 29 in November 2006
- Meetings 24-25 January 2007 and on 16 April 2007
Results

- Review of Document 2006/34
- New Informal Document to GRSG
- Remaining options in the Document presented to GRSG
  - M2/M3 with eight seating and standing positions.
  - Classes for L6/ L7
- No need to form an informal group
Next steps

- Agreement on the principles at GRSG-92
- Official document at GRSG -93 (Oct 2007)-Final review by GRSG participants
- Presentation WP 29 (March 2008)-EC Launch Art 300 procedure
- Adoption WP 29 (March 2009)